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We are publishing this newsletter in a period of turmoil for all citizens of the world. COVID-19 has changed so

much of the fabric of our daily lives, our plans and expectations, that life is almost unrecognizable. We have

been forced to strip things to their basic elements, remove the fluff that clutters our minds and physical

spaces, and pivot to the things that really matter - family, community, faith and our collective health and well

being. Mother Nature has left us a huge calling card, and the question is how we will respond.

I was recently in a forum (online!) of like minded persons that have chosen to focus on the gifts of COVID-19.

They highlighted the opportunities this “time-out” offers to consider our fundamental values, what success

means to us and how we can strategise in this time to catapult ourselves forward when this moment in history

passes; and it will pass. We (or at least our parents) have been here before. My father’s legendary disdain of

sweet potatoes was a legacy of his days living through the WWII when the supply ships did not come to

Jamaica, and he and his siblings had to eat what was grown on the family land. Self sufficiency was

important then as it is now. It is an opportunity to see how our leaders operate under pressure; for us to

emerge as leaders ourselves – of our lives, our family our community; for us to be compassionate to our

fellow man, praying for others as we pray for ourselves; and appreciating that science and data matter. It is

ironic that when global/western economic wealth seemed to be at its zenith, it could be brought to its knees in

a few short weeks by an unknown virus.

The unprecedented levels of response shows that we have to be our brother’s keepers, and that we all rise

and fall with the health of this Blue Marble we call Earth.

Late last year at the IDEAS conference, the interconnectedness of our world and the challenge this poses for

Evaluation was highlighted. Blue Marble evaluation was introduced as a framework for developing, adapting,

and evaluating major systems change initiatives involving complex networks of stakeholders. It was heralded

as an approach whose time had come. When Michael Quinn Patton, the originator of Blue Marble evaluation,

was asked to reflect on it in light of COVID-19, he had many wise words which we can learn from1. All the

points made were very sound, but a few really jumped out at me.

We are urged to keep learning, by staying on top of developments in diverse fields that can inform theories of

change and transformation, and to seek outside sources of thought and wisdom. MQP also urges us

to Support each other as an evaluation community- to stay connected; to participate actively in our

professional networks and associations and at the same time to stay healthy, strong, sane, active in our



global evaluation community, and to think about what contributions we can make, as evaluators, to mitigate

the crisis2.

We have to challenge ourselves to understand more about what is at stake and how we can faithfully reflect

the various perspectives that must be considered if development is to be truly sustainable, particularly within

our Caribbean context.

Enjoy reading, provide feedback and above all, stay safe!!
1https://bluemarbleeval.org/latest/evaluation-implications- coronavirus-global-health-pandemicemergency
2 Ibid.
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Well, I know you have all been sitting on pins and needles awaiting the next edition! As our President has aptly noted,

many factors have delayed this edition; but hopefully the content herein would make the slight delay bearable. If there

be one constant to remember from the President’s words as well as each of the articles, it is that we have been give a

time to reflect and we must use this time wisely to inform ourselves and support others for a better future.

As part of the offerings in this edition, we have Ann Murray Brown’s take on Log frames, a very useful project planning

and accountability tool; Nadini Persaud’s perspectives on adhering to International Best practices and protocols when

conducting evaluations; and Ivan Somlai’s reminder of the numerous discrete elements and landmarks within a project

that should help us acknowledge the many “points of influence” within an evaluation.

Presenting the Log Framework in a More

Engaging Way

by Ann-Murray Brown

'We don't think in boxes!'

This is how some project staff I have interacted with over the years refer to the logical framework. Some persons

(especially at the implementing partner level) find the hierarchy of the logical framework rigid and confusing. That is,



understanding how the 'boxes' relate and feed into each other. For them, they miss the 'logic' part in the framework.

Not surprisingly, issues arise when they have to implement the project and report on the results.

I find the following an engaging way to explain the logical framework. A good approach is to gather all the stakeholders

who are part of the programme design or implementation together in a workshop.

Step 1: A presentation is given on the elements of the logical framework as well as explaining the different level of

change. That is, the highest level of change takes place at the impact/goal level.

You can find useful videos to aid in the presentation here. The presentation will help persons to have a common

understanding of inputs, outputs, outcomes and impact and the levels of change. You might have to do a ‘hands on’

activity or a quiz to reinforce the learning (explore the ‘resources’ section of this website for inspiration).

Step 2: After the presentation, the workshop participants can brainstorm the possible impact and outcomes for the

intervention (if not already known in an existing logical framework). All the outcomes for the intervention/programme

are then visually represented on the wall. The brainstorming exercise can be done in a plenary session.

Examples of the outcome (represented as '1.2'in the above image)

d set other styles.

Step 3: Once the outcomes are known, the outputs are then identified and placed under the respective outcome on the

wall. Ideally, a colour code system should be devised. For example, ‘Outcome 1 and all the outputs under this

outcome’ may all be written on a yellow Post It paper, while ‘Outcome 2 and its outputs’ are written on a Post It paper

of a different colour.

This process is continued for Outcome 3 etc., and there can be a variation in the colour code system of course. For

example, depending on the size and complexity of your intervention, Output 1.2 may be given a different colour from

Output 1.2.2.

I suggest the use of Post It paper as they can be moved around on the wall under the respective outcomes. The



facilitator can explain the hierarchy of how each output leads into an outcome.

This is how the completed logical framework looks on the wall

This allows the stakeholders to visualise the logical framework. This process could then be continued so as to fill in the

other aspects of the logical framework: for example, writing the corresponding indicators on the wall.

The visualisation process is applicable to new interventions that are being designed and also for existing projects with

a logical framework that persons need assistance with to fully understand.

https://www.annmurraybrown.com/single-post/2019/09/03/Presenting-the-Logical-Framework-In-a-More-Enaging-Way

THE IMPORTANCE OF ADHERING TO

INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE

PROTOCOL, STANDARDS, AND GUIDELINES

WHEN CONDUCTING AN EVALUATION

Nadini Persaud, PhD, CPA, CGA, Lecturer in Project Evaluation, Department of Management
Studies, University of the West Indies, Cave Hill, Barbados



The literature indicates that most evaluators will

encounter one or more "ethical, moral, or political

controversies" during their career (Persaud &

Dagher, 2019). These challenges can be quite

stressful even for experienced evaluators, and

are compounded by the lack of a vibrant

evaluation culture in the region (Persaud, 2019).

The aforementioned challenges can surface at

different times of the evaluation. During the

initiation phase, the client may allude that future

work is contingent on a favourable evaluation

report, or tell you who you should or should not

speak with, thus essentially compromising the

independence of the evaluation and the

evaluation methodology.

In the data collection phase, different stakeholders may be quite resistant to the evaluation because they are afraid of

what the evaluation might reveal and the negative consequences that might result. As such, they may exhibit different

levels of excessive evaluation anxiety (Donaldson, Gooler, & Scriven, 2002). At the finalization phase, the challenges

usually revolve around disagreements with what the report is saying. Some clients may clutch at straws and find fault

with your evaluation methodology, as a means to discredit the evaluation (Persaud, in press).

In addition to professional evaluation standards,

evaluators should also refer to research specific

methodological guidelines. There are numerous

free guidelines that can be referenced to ensure

that your conduct your evaluation in an ethical

manner such as the Belmont Report, the

American Sociological Association Code of

Ethics, and the Ethical Principles of Psychologists

and Code of Conduct. The latter two "guidelines

explain the principles outlined in the Belmont

Report and also discuss issues such as

competence, human relations, ethical dilemmas,

privacy, and confidentiality" (Persaud, Devonish,

& Persaud, 2019, p. 118).

You should therefore ensure that you consult one or more evaluation specific and research specific guidelines when

designing, managing, and executing your evaluation. Although this will not guarantee that there will be no criticism of

your evaluation since various politics will always be at play, it will allow you to strategize to deal with challenges on the

job, stand your ground, and defend your work.
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Landmarks for Evaluation
by Ivan G. Somlai

Ivan has presented on this concept at the Canadian Evaluation Society and Michigan State University, among others,

and has utilized and refined this concept in several countries over the years.



When embarking on an evaluation, frequently the effort is, by necessity, selectively focused on fiscal results, social

impact, management, process effectiveness, quality or innumerable other sundry specific aspects. Focus is required

often because of financial and time constraints, as well as the particular time-frame that the project is within its overall

lifespan.

Whatever stage of the evaluation for which one may be engaged, concentrating on one aspect is, of course, essential if

that’s what the contract calls for; however, without knowledge and understanding of the evolution of the project, one

might never realise all the political, management, administrative and sociocultural factors that have impacted and

continue to have an effect on project operations.

If we are agreed on that premise, then let me share with you a “spiral” concept developed many years back1 with

colleagues from the University of Calgary, Tribhuvan University and Plan:Net. Simply put, it’s a visual of

the iterative and interlinked process of development.

Briefly then, any project emanates from some issues and ideas which, if they resonate enough with those experiencing

the problems and those who may be able to help resolve them, agree on some plan to jointly work on a rectification

effort..

Implementation of an agreed plan (RBM; Roadmap; or some simpler versions) requires activities at various levels.

Presumably, some sort of skill and knowledge enhancement would occur, leading to behavioural and attitudinal

changes. Collectively these changes may influence even others outside of the immediate project circle of

beneficiaries/clients/partners; that in turn, can lead to good changes being institutionalised for ongoing (“sustainable”)

benefit.

Those other labels on the picture refer to discrete “zones of capacity building” (which could be elaborated on another

time) . My point is that regardless which part of a project is to be evaluated, an evaluator could enhance her or his

confidence about decisions by recognizing how the project evolved incrementally or decrementally and, not only what

particular results are evident, but what may have influenced those results in the lifetime of the project. Such evidential

justification is of practical use not only for the evaluator, but more importantly for the project implementers and donors.

Only heeding such a conceptual model can we realistically extrapolate experience to other projects, other times, other

sectors and even other contexts.

If this concept be of interest to the membership, let me know and we would endeavour to design a session on this

topic.

1Process Evaluation: A Field Method for Tracking Those Elusive Development Results. Sheila A. Robinson, Philip Cox,

Ivan G. Somlai, Alice Purdey & Bhisma Raj Prasai. Canadian Journal of Development Studies, XVIII, Special Issue,

1997
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